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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = {X, , t E T} and Y = {Yt , t E T} be real, zero-mean Gaussian 
processes with respective covariances Rx and R, , defined on a probability 
space (Q, &, P), where T is an arbitrary index set. Denote by Px and Py 
the probabilities induced on (RT, hP(RT)) by P, X and Y, respectively, where 
V(RT) is the o-algebra generated by the cylinder sets of the set R* of real 
functions on T. L,(X) and L,(Y) will denote the subspaces of L,(Q, JZZ’, P) 
generated by X and Y, respectively, and H(X) and H(Y) the corresponding 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS’s). The associated canonical 
isometries will be denoted by U, and Ur , respectively (U,X, = R,(t, *), 
t E T, and similarly for Ur). We say that the processes X and Y are equiv- 
alent, or that the probabilities Px and P, are equivalent, Px - P, , if Px 
and Pu are mutually absolutely continuous. The following properties are 
well known. 
(9 PX - P, if and only if Yt = FX, , t E T, where F is an equivalence 
operator from L,(X) to L,(Y) (i.e., F has bounded inverse and I - F*F is 
Hilbert-Schmidt) [6]; or equivalently if and only if Yt = X, - AX, , t E T, 
where A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in L,(X) and I - A has bounded 
inverse, and the equality is in law, i.e., Py = Ptrpajx [9]. 
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(ii) If Px - P, then sH(X) = sH(Y), where s indicates that what 
follows is considered as a set and not as a space [7, p. 1811. 
The first question considered in this note is the converse of (ii), i.e., if X 
and Y have the same RKHS’s, under what additional condition on the 
RKHS’s are they equivalent? The answer is given in Propositions 1 and 2 
and results in a characterization of the norms in a RKHS corresponding to 
equivalent Gaussian processes. 
The fact, mentioned in (i), that all Gaussian processes equivalent to X, 
are of the form X, - AX, , with A a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in L,(X), 
raises the problem of expressing AX, in a more explicit way in terms of the 
process X. This is done in Propositions 4, 5 and 6. 
2. THE RKHS OF EQUIVALENT GAUSSIAN PROCESSES 
Here, and in the next section, we adopt the notation of the introduction. 
PROPOSITION 1. Px - P, if and 0nZy if sH(X) = sH(Y) and (a) the 
identity Jon sH(X) = sH( Y) is an equivaZence operator from H(X) to H(Y), OY 
(b) for every f  in sH(X), 
llf IlLw = llf llh + (f Of, 4H(X)@H(X) > 
for some A E H(X) @ H(X) which is symmetric and such that -Rx < A. 
Proof. Suppose first that sH(X) = sH(Y) and J is an equivalence. For 
every 6 EL,(Y) we have 
(4, Y~>L.,(Y, = (UYO (4 = (J-‘UYO (4 = <UX*J-~U,& &)L,(x) . 
Let F* = U,* J-1U, . Since J is an equivalence, so is J-l, and since U, , U, 
are unitary, F* is an equivalence and so is F. It now follows from 
<& Y~>L~(Y, = <F*5, &)L~(x) = G-SG)L~(Y) 7 
for all 4 in L,(Y), that Y, = FX, . Thus Px - P, . 
Conversely, suppose that Px N P, . Then Y, = FX, where F is an 
equivalence operator from L,(X) to L,(Y). For every f  in H(Y) we have 
f  (4 = (U,*fs Yt)~,(r) = @‘*U,*f, Xt)~e(x) = PxF*U,*fl (4 
= [JUxF* U,*f l(t). 
Thus JU,F*U,* = IHty) and J = U,(F*)-’ U,*. Since F is an equivalence, 
so is (F*)-l and since U, , l-J, are unitary, J is an equivalence. 
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Finally, (b) is equivalent to (a) as it follows from Property (i) and the fact 
that Hilbert-Schmidt operators on RKHS’s have kernels in the direct product 
of the considered RKHS’s [I]. 
The characterization of Proposition 1 is particularly useful if the elements 
in the common RKHS can be obtained in the way described in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose there exists a pair (H, L), where H is a Hilbert 
space and L a unitary map from H to H(X). Then Px N P, if and only ;f 
sH(X) = sH( Y) and for all h in H, 
II Lh llirw = II Lh Ilk(x) + <=h, Lhhx, , (1) 
where K is a self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H such that - 1 < a(K). 
Remark 1. Condition (1) is equivalent to 
(4 IlLh ll?m = II h II& + Wh, hh or 
(b) <Lh, Lh’hw, = <Lh, Lh’hx, + <LKh, Lh’h,, 
= <h, h’h + Wh, h’h . 
Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose first that Px N Pr . Then J is an equiv- 
alence and J can be decomposed as J = VW, with W = (J* ])I/2 and U 
unitary. (l4’z H(X) + H(X) and U: H(X) -+ H(Y)). Since W is onto, for 
every h in H there is a g in H such that Lh = WLg. Thus every h in H can be 
obtained as L*WLg, for some g in H. Set S = L*WL. Then J = ULSL* 
and thus for h in H, 
II JLh Ilm) = II ULSL*Lh Ilm = IILSh ILcx, = II Sh IIH . 
Now it follows from S = L* U* JL that S is an equivalence, since it is obtained 
from an equivalence operator J by “unitary multiplication.” Thus IH - S*S 
is equal to a self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt operator --K that does not have 
-1 among its eigenvalues. Hence, 
II JLh /I?Iw = II Sh It; = <(I+ K) h, hh = II h II; + (Kh, h)H, 
and (1) follows from (a) of Remark 1. 
Conversely, suppose that sH(X) = sH( Y) and (1) holds. Define a unitary 
operator T: H -+ H(Y) by T{(I, + K)l12 h} = JLh. This definition makes 
sense since T is obviously onto and by (l), 
II WH + W” h#m, = II JLh llktr) = MI + K)1’2 h II& - 
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But then J = T(I,, + K)lJ2 L*, where T and L* are unitary and (IH + K)lj2 
is an equivalence. Hence, J is an equivalence and Px - P, . 
Remark 2. The existence of the assumed pair (H, L) in Proposition 2 is 
not as restrictive as it appears. In fact, whenever H(X) (or equivalently 
L,(X)) is separable, this assumption is satisfied and one can take H to be an L, 
space. This follows from Theorem 2 of [3]. Indeed, if H(X) is separable, then, 
for an arbitrary measure space (E, 8, CL) such that L,(p) is separable and 
infinite dimensional, we have for all t in T, X, = SE &(u) dZ(u), where 
C& E L2(p) and 2 is an orthogonal random measure on 6 such that 
L,(Z) = L,(X). This implies that there is a unitary map A: L&J) + L,(X) 
such that A& = X, , t E T, and clearly L: L2(p) --f H(X) defined by L = U,A 
is unitary. The Hilbert space H is clearly nonunique. However in some 
specific cases, H can be chosen in a natural way. In fact, most of the known 
RKHS’s are obtained in this way. We list some examples below. 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let X have orthogonal increments on [0, l] and start 
almost surely at the origin, with R,(s, t) =F(s A t), F continuous. Then 
and L: L,(dF)-+ H(X) defined by [L$] (t) = $c$ dF is an isometry. This 
example includes the Wiener process (F(u) = u). 
(2) Let X have the covariance R,(s, t) = F(s A t) G(s V t), where F 
and G are continuous with bounded variation on [0, 11, F is strictly positive, 
except at the origin, and G is strictly positive. Suppose further that 
H(u) = F(u)/G(u) is strictly increasing. Then 
and 
Thus L: L,(dH) -+ H(x) defined by [Lc#] (t) = G(t) $4 dH is unitary. 
(3) Let X be a linear operation on a stationary process with spectral 
measure p. Then 
Us, 4 = jm UV47;t(4 444 
-cc 
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and if H is the closure in L,(p) of the linear span of {+$ , t E T} then 
Thus L: H + H(X) defined by [,G#] (t) = s-“m &$ dp is unitary. This 
includes the case where X is stationary (&(A) = et”“) and then H = L,(p) if 
T = R. 
(4) Let X be a linear operation on a harmonizable process with two- 
dimensional spectral measure r. Then 
and if H is the closure in the Hilbert space &(Y) [5] of the linear span of 
{& , t E T} then 
and 
Thus L: H + H(X) defined by 
is unitary. This includes the case where X is harmonizable (&(u) = eit”) 
and then H = A,(r) if T = R. 
Remark 3. The existence of the pair (H, L) as described in Proposition 2 
is easily seen to be equivalent to the existence of a representation of the 
covariance Rx of the form Rx(s, t) = (9, , qG&, where {$t , t E T} C H. 
Proposition 2 can be also expressed in terms of covariances and it then 
contains as particular cases the results of [lo] and [8]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose there exists a pair (H, L), where H is a Hilbert 
space and L a unitary map from H to H(X). Let & = L*R,(t, *) or 
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(see Remark 3). Then Px N P, if and only if 
R*(s, t) = Rx(s, 4 - w4, , $thf > (2) 
where M is self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt and such that o(M) < 1. 
Proof. Assume first that Px N P,. Then Yt == FX, where F is an equiv- 
alence operator from L,(X) to L,(Y). It follows that 
Y, = FU,*L+, and R,+, t) = (L* U,F*Fli,*L$, , +l)H . 
Thus (2) is valid with M = L*Ux(ILl~x) - F*F) Ux*L. Since IL,tx) - F*F 
is self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt with u(I~,(~) - F*F) < 1, and U, , L are 
unitary, it follows that M is self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt with a(M) < 1. 
Conversely, assume that (2) is valid. Then dt = L*Cr,X, yields 
<MA 3 MH = C ux*LML* uxx, 3 &)L~(x) 
and (2) is written 
R,(s, t) = <(ILL - Ux*LML*Ux) Xs 3 &>L,(x, . 
Since M is self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt with U(M) < 1, and U, , L are 
unitary, it follows that U,*LML*U, is self-adjoint, Hilbert-Schmidt. Also 
I L,(x, - Ux*LML* U, = U,*L(I, - M)L*U, > 0 
and hence its square root F,, is an equivalence. We then have 
0’s > Y~)LJY) = RY(s, t> = @‘ox, > F,&)L,(xY, 
which implies that the map Fdr, + Yt extends to a unitary operator U from 
L,(X) to L,(Y) and then Yt = FX, where F = UF,, is an equivalence. Thus 
Px”P,. 
Remark 4. The relationship between the operators F, K and M of 
Property (i) and Propositions 2 and 3, respectively, is as follows; 
F = v[U,*L(I, + K)-lL*UX]1/2 = U[U,*L(I, - M)L*Ux]1/2, 
K = L*U,[(F*F)-l - IrsCxj] U,*L = (IH - M)-l - IH , 
M = L*Ux(I~2(x, - F*F) U,*L = IH - (IH + K)-l. 
We also have 
Ws, t) = 64 ,A& > where A=(&-WA. 
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Proof. The expressions relating F and M are derived in the proof of 
Proposition 3. It then suffices to derive the relationship between K and M. 
Since sH(X) = sH(Y) we have Rr(t, .) E H(X). Let & = L*R,(t, *). Then 
R,(s, t) = (t,!~~ , $t)H . By Remark 1 we obtain 
Since %(s, 0 = (4, , Ah we have CA , Ah = (4, , VH + K) Ah . Since 
(R1(t, .), t E T) is complete in H(X) and L is unitary, {& , t E T} is complete 
in H and hence & = (IH + K) &. 
We now have 
and since R,(s, t) = ($, , 4t)H it follows from (2) by inspection that 
M = IH - (IH + K)-l. Hence K = (IH - M)-l - IH and also 
3. REPRESENTATION OF EQUIVALENT GAUSSIAN PROCESSES 
When a pair (H, L) as described in Propositions 2 and 3 exists, then one 
can obtain explicit representations of the process AX, in Property (i). Here it 
is more appropriate to consider the unitary map I/‘: H + L,(X) related to L 
by V = U,*L. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that there exists a pair (H, V), where H is a 
Hilbert space and V a unitary map from H to L,(X). If A is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator in L,(X), then AX, = Vshh, , where ki is a Hilber-Schmidt operator 
in H and h, = V*X, . 
Proof. If A = V*AV, then A is Hilbert-Schmidt in H and 
AX, = AVh, = VV*AVht = Vzh, . 
EXAMPLES. (5) Let X be as in Example 1. Then V: L,(dF) + L,(X) is 
defined by V$ = l:+(u) dX, . C onsequently h, = It , the indicator function 
of [0, t] and AX, = $ [A&] (u) dX, . S’ mce a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in 
L,(dF) is of integral type with kernel OI(U, v) in L,(dF x dF) we finally have 
AX,= lt 
ss 
a(u, v) dF(v) dX, . 
0 0 
This result is obtained for the Wiener process in [9]. 
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(6) Consider the case where the covariance of X has the representation 
R,(s, t) = JE &(u) &(u) &(u) with (E, 8, p) a finite (for simplicity) measure 
space and & EL&). This includes both Examples 2 and 3. Then there is an 
orthogonal random measure 2 on & such that X, = SE&(u) dZ(u) [5]. Let H 
be the closure in&(p) of the linear span of {&, t E T}. Then Vz H-L,(X) 
is defined by V$ = SE d(u) U(u). Consequently ht = & and 
A& = E ml (4 q4. i 
As in Example 5, 2 is of integral type with kernel OI(U, V) in L,(p x p) and 
finally we have 
In the case of Example 2, H = L,(dH) and 
AX, = G(t) 1’s” a(~, v) &S(v) dZ(u). 
0 0 
(7) Consider the case where the covariance of X has the representation 
with (E, 8) a measurable space, I a two dimensional spectral measure on 6 x & 
and $Q in A,(Y). Then there is a random measure Z on d such that X, = SE&(u) 
dZ(u) [5]. Let H be the closure in /la(r) of the linear span of {& , t E T}. Then 
V: H-L&X) is defined by V$ = SE +(u) dZ(u). Consequently h, = (bt and 
AX, = jT [ii+,] (u) dZ(u), where 2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in d,(r). 
However, no kernel representation of a seems to be available because fl, 
is a more complicated space than L, . Nevertheless, as follows from (i) of the 
lemma at then end of this section, if E is an interval, A is the limit in the 
operator norm of a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators (A,)zxl=l in L&) 
with kernels {~l,Jz=i and we thus have 
where the limit is in L,(P). Consider now the particular case where there is a 
measurable process {Z, , u E E} and a measure p on d equivalent to the 
Lebesgue measure such that SE R,(u, u) (IcL(u) < co and for every B E 8, 
Z(B) = se Z, &L(U). Then 
xt = J;gt(u) zu 444 and 
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gt'"'w = jE jE M4 4z(w, 4Rzb 4 444 444 
is in&.(p), the integral is defined almost surely, i.e., on the paths of 2, and the 
limit is in&(P). As particular cases of this example we obtain the following 
representations. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let X be mean square continuous, T an interval and A a 
H&r-Schmidt operator on L,(X). Then 
where the measure t.~ on the Bore1 sets of T satisfies (ii) of the Lemma, 
g, E A,(Rr * t.~ x t.~), the$rst integral is defined in quadratic mean, gin’ E L&L), 
the second integral is dejned almost surely, i.e., on the paths of X, and the limit 
is in L,(P). 
Proof. X has a measurable modification which is henceforth considered. 
There exist finite measures II, equivalent to the Lebesgue measure, and such 
that Jr R,(t, t) dp(t) < co [2]. Let dr(u, v) = Rx(u, v) dp(u) dp(v). Since X 
is mean square continuous, it has a representation X, = Jr&(u) X, dp(u) 
with {& , t E T} CA,(r) [2]. Th e result then follows from the last case con- 
sidered in Example 7. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let X be mean square continuous on [0, 11, X,, = 0 a.s., 
and 112, of bounded variation on [0, I] x [0, 11. Let A be a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator on L,(X). Then 
A& = 1’ g,(u) dx, = t+% 1’ g?‘(u) dX, , 
0 0 
where g, E A,(d2Rx), TV corresponds to d2Rx as in (i) of the lemma, gin’ EL~(~.L) 
are of the form 
gt’“‘(u) E.r t l- 
II G(W, u) d2&(v, 4, 
and %I EL2(P x CL)* 
0 0 
Proof. The proof is obvious from Example 7 and the observation that 
X, = si It(u) dX, , It the characteristic function of the interval [0, t], i.e., 
4t = It - 
LEMMA. Let E be an interval, d its Bore1 sets, r a finite, two-dimensional 
spectral measure on d x 8, and K a Hilber-Schmidt operator on A,(r). If 
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(i) TV is the finite measure defined on 8 by p(B) = j r I (E x B) for all 
B E 8, or if 
(ii) dr(u, v) = R(u, v) dp(u) dp(v), w ere h R is a covariance and p a 
finite measure on 8, equivalent to the Lebesgue measure and such that 
J-E R(u, 4 444 < CO, then L.&L) C As(r) and there is a sequence of Hilber- 
Schmidt operators (K,)~==, on L,(p) with kernels {kn}~z=l , that are dejned from 
4(r) to UP) by 
P-Lfl (4 = <f (*h k(., 4)nzw 
and are such that K, + K in the operator norm in AZ(r). 
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) imply that L&) C A,(r) and that there is a 
sequence {fn}z=r in L&J) which is orthonormal and complete in A,(r). For 
(ii) this is shown in [2] and for (i) it is shown as Theorem 2 of [4]. 
In the sequel (., .) and 11 . I/ d enote inner product and norm in A,(r). Since 
K is Hilbert-Schmidt we have C,“,,,=, i(Kfn , fJ2 < co. For every f 6 A,(r) 
we have f = xz==, (f, fn) fn and thus 
Define 
Since kN is in L,(p x p), it defines a (finite rank) Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
KN on L&A). KN is also defined from A,(r) to La(p) by 
W~fl @) = <f(.), kN(., u)> = $ <Kfn >fm> (f,fn>fi,c . 
Il,lT1=1 
Then 
!! Kf - &f /~2 < iif ii2 n m$N+, i(Kfn , fnr?i’, 
which implies that KN + K in the operator norm in A,(r). 
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